We study the general theorem about the gravitational lensing which says the relationship between the numbers of images with different parities. Our formulation allows an extension to the nontranparent and singular model.
Introduction
There are general theorems about the gravitational lensing (MacKenzie 1985 , Schneider, et al. 1992 ) which mainly say the relationships between the numbers of the images with different parities; n I − n II + n III = 1 ,
where n I is the number of images of type I. We use n II and n III analogously.
The types of images are defined by the Jacobian matrix of the Fermat's potential φ,
Type I : both eigenvalues of the Jacobian matrix are positive.
Type II : one eigenvalue is positive and another negative.
Type III : both are negative.
Therefore type I and type III images have positive parity and type II images have negative.
The existing general theorems are general for transparent and non-singular lens models. However, they do not exhaust all the lens models. They are rather phenomenological models, whereas the multipole expansion model is a widely valid unless 1/R expansion is inapplicable. The latter is less popular than the formers in lensing analysis but is very powerful also in this region (Fukuyama, et al. 1995) . The multipole expansion model is non-transparent and singular, and we see how the general theorems are extended to incorporate this and other models. In this extension we propose the generalized index theorem valid also to the non-transparent and singular lens model and the formulation in complex coordinates is found to be very convenient.
Formulation
Before proceeding to the concrete physical situation, let us begin with the mathematical preparations. Index theorem for critical points in two dimensional flat or closed curved surfaces is well known for mathematicians (Eguchi, et al. 1980) . They are summarised as follows: We consider the vector field on the surface S. Denoting the critical points (at which the vector field vanishes) by P i on S, we get the following theorem.
where χ(S) is the Euler characteristic of S. For flat space χ is one, giving Eq.(1). This theorem does not hold in the case that the vector field has singular points. So we reformulate the index theorem so as to incorporate pole terms.
Let us consider a complex function f (z,z) with a complex variable z and its complex conjugatez. The function f plays the role of the vector field mentioned above. The index of f is defined by
This measures the variation of the phase of f along the closed curve C z which goes anti-clockwise. When C z does not enclose any zero points or poles, the index vanishes. If C z encloses some zero points or poles, {P i }, then the index is given by the summation of the contributions from each point P i ,
where
z is the circle enclosing the point P i . In the context of the gravitational lenses, f is replaced by φz and φz = 0 is just lens equation. Therefore ordinary images are zero points of order one. If lens object has finite total mass and extended regular mass density, then we have the pole only at infinity. Whereas in the case of the multipole expansion model and models with sigular mass density such as point masses, other poles are produced.
From the form of Eq.(5) we should pay attention to each contribution. Let us consider the map ω = f (z,z) in the neiborhood of P i . Then the Ind(f ; P i ) is rewritten as
The value of the right handside is the (algebraic) number of times that we wind around C ω when we go around C (i) z in the anti-clockwise direction.
Firstly we consider zero point case and proceed to the case of poles. Hereafter we set the origin of complex z-plane at the zero point P i and we use bold-face letters for the value of any function g, for example, g = g(P i ).
2.1. The case of zero point of order one ω can be written as
We define µ by
Then the Jacobian D of the mapping from z to ω is in this case given by
That is, ω = f (z,z) reserve (reverse) the direction of rotation if |µ| < 1 ( |µ| > 1 ).
Winding number of C ω is one for the point of order one and Ind(f ; P i ) = 1 for |µ| < 1 −1 for |µ| > 1 .
The case of zero point of higher orders
In a general zero point case ω is expanded as a polynomial of z andz. However the winding number is determined by the lowest power term as is easily checked.
For the simplicity, we consider the case that dominant part in the neighborhood of the zero point consists of the only term as
with
We call this type of zero point as (k, l)-type critical point for later use. Although Eq.(11) restricts the form of f very much, as we see later, for the case of point masses and the multipole expansion model, it is enough to examine Eq.(11).
Then the index of f is given by Ind(f ;
Therefore, from the previous subsection 2.1 , we can regard zero points with |µ| < 1 as (1, 0)-type and ones with |µ| > 1 as (0, 1)-type.
The case of pole terms
As was mentioned, besides the zero points, pole terms of f also contribute to Ind(f ). In the neighbourhood of pole of f we define g by g ≡ 1/f , then Ind(f ; P i ) = −Ind(g ; P i ) (13) comes from the definition Eq.(4). If f consists of several pole terms, Ind(f ) is determined by the highest pole term.
Thus, similarly to the case of zero points, we can regard the pole whose dominant term has the form Eq.(11) as (k, l)-type critical point with negative integers k and l.
Application to gravitational lensing
We have completed the preparation and proceed to the gravitational lensing. In this case f is defined through the Fermat's potential φ by
z(z s ) are image (source) positions in the complex notations and ψ is the deflection potential. We assume lim
and this condition may hold for the models with finite total mass.
For the large impact parameter, φz becomes
That is, infinite point becomes pole. Remarking that the anti-clockwise loop C z (|z| ≫ 1) is viewed as clockwise one from the infinite point, we obtain the contribution of the infinite point to the index as Ind(φz) = 1 .
Diminishing the radius of the circle C z , it is entangled with the zero points and poles. Then Eq.(18) must be equal to the sum of these contributions.
As we have mentioned, the zero point of order one in the neighbourhood of the origin is classified into (1, 0)-type for |µ| < 1 and (0, 1)-type for |µ| > 1 by the contribution to the index. Thus, we can say that the contribution comes from the term
Here positive (negative) k and l correspond to the zero points (poles). We denote the number of (k, l)-type critical points as n (k,l) . Then from the arguments of the section 2, we get
• For the extended lens models which have no pole we obtain
where n + (n − ) is the number of the images with the positive(negative) parity.
• For the point masses, we have a pole of (0, −1)-type for every point mass and therefore 1 = n I + n III − n II + (# of masses) .
• For the multipole expansion model up to 2 k -pole, Fermat's potential is given by
and the vector field becomes
So there give rise a pole of (0, −k − 1)-type and
Lastly, we give the concrete example of the theorem in the multiple images of PG1115+080. Fig. 1 shows the image positions in the model of softened power law surface density (Asano & Fukuyama) . A 1 and C belong to n I , A 2 and B do to n II and D to n III . So the calculated numbers of images satisfy the original theorem Eq.(1). Whereas Fig. 2 shows the image positions in the multipole expansion model including up to quadrupole (Fukuyama, et al. 1995) . A 2 and B belong to n I . The other A 1 , C, D and E do to n II . Thus, these satisfy Eq.(24) for the case of quadrupole, k = 2. 
